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MINIMIZING THE SPREAD IN PER-PUPIL EXPENDITURES
IN SCHOOL FINANCE PROGRAMS

James E. Bruno

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California

I. INTRODUCTION

In many states a crisis exists concerning the financial support

of education. Growing teacher demands for higher salaries, along with

the gradual erosion of the tax base and the increasing competition for

the tax dollar from other municipal services, have placed many school

districts, espaeislly those in urban areas, ih a financially precarious

position. Some of these have conducted and/or sponsored research both

on wayo to modify their present support formulas to meet changing educa-

tional needs
(1)

ar.d on the development of togylly new schemes.
(2)

Most

research in school finance, however, has been conducted with apparent

disregard for any constraining conditions that might be placed upon the

system, notably the 11nitations placed upon the stage resources

able for distribution. In addition, maximum use was not made of the

available resource?- -from state, local, Federal, individual funds- -

because there was no established criterion of effectiveness on which

to base the distribution of these resources. Clearly, methods must be

derived for distributing state funds to local school districts which

will (1) assure the maximum utilization of resources available, (2) dis-

tribute state funds in accordance with the criteria of effectiveness

imposed upon Lhe system (i.e., maximize state aid to each district),

and (3) satisfy the budgetary and political constraints that posed upon

the system. It appears that the most efficient ways to derive a method

that will satisfy these complex requirements is through the application

of techniquel. This paper reports some of the major points of a recent

study on a mathematical programming approach to the allocation of state

resources to local school districts.

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the author. They
should not be interpreted as reflecting the views of The RAND Corpora-
tion or the official opinion or policy of any of its governmental or
private research sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corpora-
tion as a courtesy to members of its staff.
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II. STATE SUPPORT PROGRAMS

In most states resoJrces for education are distributed according

to some type of formula. The most widely used formula is based upon

the foundation-type state support program, (3) in which each student

at each level (elementary and secondary) is guaranteei some minimum

level of total expenditure corresponding to what educators consider

necessary to support an "adequate" educational program. A major

appeal of foundation-type programs is that they, in some measure,

attempt to equalize opportunity for all students in a state by grant-

ing additional state funding to school districts with a poor tax base.

School districts with a good tax base or high local ability to sup-,

port education are allocated a fixed amount of funds (known as basic

aid). Thus, all districts receive some state support, but those with

local ability receive additional equalization aid, up to the minimum

varanteed level. The net result of this type of finance scheme is

that the poorer districts have final total expenditures per student

(in average daily attendance, ADA) of the foundation level, while

the ,Lore affluent districts might have final total expenditures of

up to two or three tines this level.

The relationships among the facets of the foundation-type state

support syntem are illustrated graphically in the sketch below:

Foundation level

10014 litat toni 4i4

Tax rate, a

Assessed valuation/ADA
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The shaded areas represent state funds. The basic aid, as indicated

earlier is P uniform amount, determined by the legislative; and the

equalization aid is a variable amount given in addition to the basic

aid brings the total expenditure--state funds plus local funds via the

dtate mandated tax rate--to the foundation level.

The state mandated computational tax rate is a uniform tax rate

considered by the legislature to reflect a minimum "effort" on the

part of the school district to support its educational program. School

districts are allowed to tax at rates greater than this amount but not

less. The term "final total district expenditure" as used throughout

this study indicates only the sum of the state funds and those local

funds raised via the state mandated tax rate. The values to be used

in the calculations always represent total expenditure per ADA.

The basic shortcomings of foundation-type support programs become

apparent when the formula is applied. To illustrate, we have applied

the formula to two hypothetical school districts. The results are

shown in Table 1.

..7sble 1

EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF FOUNDATION TYPE SUPPORT PROGRAM

Item District 1 District 2

Assessed valuation, $/kDA 100 ,000 300,000
State mandated computational

tax, $/$10,000 of assessed
valuation 25 25

Local funds provided (assessed
valuation x mandated tax) 250 750

Basic aid, $ /ADA 125 125

Equalization aid, $/ADA 225 7--

Total expenditura, $/ADA 600 875
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Although both districts have the foundation level of funding,

there is considerable inequity in the final total district expendi-

ture. If the equality of educational opportunity is partly dependent

upon a minimal spread in the final total district expenditure, as

some educators suggest, then the foundation program as it is current-

ly applied is not successful in meeting this objective.

Dissastisfaction with this aspect of the foundation program in

California has recently been expressed in the form of a law suit

filed in Los Angeles Superior Court by a group of parents and students

living in the poverty areas of Los AngeIes.
(4)

The main argument of

the plaintiffs was that because of differences in wealth (assessed

valuation per ADA), among the school districts in the state, there

were marked differences in the quality of educational services, equip-

ment, and other facilities. Tie plaintiffs contend that the situation

constitutes a violation of the equal-protection clauses of the U.S.

Conutituticn and California law.

Discussion of the legality of the state-support formula is beyond

the scope of thin study, however; we are concerned with a method for

making state support programs'more responsive to educational needs-

especially in lower-income districts. To this end we have developed

a linear-progrzmming model which could be used to optimize the dis-

tribution of state funds to local school districts, taking into

account the constraints of the foundation-type support program. These

include political constraints such as the maximum and minimum levels

of state aid per ADA for each student and the percentage relation-

ships of the state and local contr-butions to the total costs of the

state support program; eccnomic constraints, such as the total amounts

of state funds available for distribution; and educational constraints

such as the minimum total expenditure considered necessary to provide

an "adequate" educational program.
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III. DEVELOPING THE MODEL

DETERMINING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF STATE SUPPORT PROGRAMS

There are many effectiveness criteria which we shall call

"objective functions," that could be used by educational planners

in applying a linear-programming model. For example, the following

objective functions might be appropriate I-ere for a junior7college
*

state support program..

1. Minimization of the state msndated computational

tax rate

2, maximization of the minimum total level of district

expenditure

3. minimization of total overall costs of the state

support program

4. minimization of the percentage spread in final

total district expenditure per ADA

5. minimization of the total state cost

FORMULATION OF THE CONSTRAINT SET

The constraint set of the state support model iLtcludes limitations

which righ be placed upon the support Pystem. These limitations

might concern the overall percentage relationships between state

and local funds, budgetary limits on the amouat of state furds

The author has, in fact, used these objective functions in a
study of the California junior-college state support program, with
excellent results (see Ref. 5). The state support model in that
study was also solved or the maximization of A specially derived
objective function Cost allowed the model to distribute propor-
tiouately more state aid to the districts with the lowest assessed
valuation. Three design criteria for state support programs were
also explored: (1) all the final total district expenditures were
required to be equal; (2) the percentage spread between the highest-
and lowest-income districts was specified to be 10 percent; and (3)
an optimal percentage spread (i.e., a spread in final total district
expenditure that maximized the given objective function) was assumed
to exist between the highest- and lowest-income districts.
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available fo distribution, the spread in final total district

expenoqure, etc. In addition, certain upper- and lower-bound

constraints on some of the variables are necessary to restrirA the

problem to manageable size. The constraint set of the state support

model developed here: then, includes the following equations end

expressions.

The fiscal relationships at the school - district level are given

by

where

A X+Y zF

A
i

= the assessed valuation in district i, modified

X =

Y =

F =

and adjusted as necessary by the state to

measure local ability to support education,

SADA

the state mandated,cmputational tax rate for

the state support program

the total state aid to district i (basid aid

equalization), VADA

the foundation level for the state support

Program, $ /ADA

(1)

If a variable, Ei, representing the amount (in dollars per ADA

expended by the school district i beyond the foundation level, is

included in Expression (1), the inequality can be transformed into

an equality:

A X+Y F+E i
(2)

At the state level, the total local costs or the total funds

raised from local sources can be calculated by means of Eq. (3):

E A ADA
i
X IN T (3)
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ADA
i

= the average daily attendance in district i

T L the total local funds used by the program

The total state funds, S, used by the state support program

are given by

E ADA
i
Yi = S (4)

The total overall costa (state plus local), TT, of the state

support program then equal

or

S +T = TT

E A
i
ADA

i
X 4 E ADA

i
Yi = TT

(5)

(6)

EApresaions representing the percentage relationships between

the local and state shares of the total overall funds used by the

state support program can r.ow be written as

T 5 a
1

TT (7 )

T a
2

TT (8)

S s;'01 TT (9)

S Z 02 TT (10)

where

1
the maximum-percentage local share of the total overall

costs

ce
2
= the minimum-percentage local share of the total overall

Costs

.

0
1
- the maximum-percentage state share of the total overall

costs

= the minimum-percentage stateshare of the total overall

Costs
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The dollar spread in the final total district expenditure between

the districts with the highest and the 'mast local-support ability

in the system is a very important design :riterion. Many educator:,,

have stated that the equalization of total district expc,ndi-

tures is a first approximation to equalization of education oppor

tunit
1)

y;
(

others feel that some spread is justifiable. Three design

criteria dealing with the problem of the dollar spread in final tot.1

district expenditure were investigated in this study.

1. All districts in the system have tle same final totel

district expenditure per ADA

2. The percentage spread in final total district expendi-

ture is fixed

3. kit "optional" percentage spread is used to maximize

or minimize the particular objective function under

consideration

The spread of the final district expenditure, Ei, can be con-

trolled in the model by means of the following expression:

E Y F

where Y is the optimum maximum percentage of the foundation level

that the poorest district's totel expenditure can differ from that

of the most affluent district.

In Expression (11), if Y = 0, design criterion 1 ib satisfied;

Y 0, design criterion 2 is satisfied. To satisfy design criterion

3 an expression of the following type must oe incorporated into the

constraint set of the model:

E ZItF (12)

*
As stated earlier, the final total district expenditure does

not include those funds raised by the local districts from a tax
rate in excess of the state mandated computational tax.
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where Ti Lo the optimal percentage spread to be determined ,Ind F

is the optimal foundation level to be determined.

However, since both 11 and F are variables, Eq. (12) is nonlinear

and therefore cannot be included as part of a linear constraint set

of the model. Therefcre, an assumption must be made concerning the

foundaticn level, F. If F is specified by the legislature or the

educational plainer take some amount per ADA, then Eq. (12) becomes

linear and can bl included. The "optimal" percentage spread, 1,,

in total district expenditure can then be calculated by the solution

of the model under var)'.ous objective functions. When the percentage

spread is variable and the foundation level specified, the total

district expenditure is given by

E

where

(13)

= the variable percentage spread in total district

expenditure

k = the specified foundation level for the program

By the inclusion of Expression (13) into the constraint set of

the model, the educational planner cars calculate an "optimal" per-

centage apreid; that is the percentage spread that would be re-

quired to either maximize or minimize a pdrticulat objective function.

The educational planner c.:n also solve the model for the objective

function of minimizing the percentage spread in final total district

expenditure per ADA for a11 the districts in the state support pro-
,-

gram.

If the educational planners wish to include optional -tilization

of new resources that might ie added to the state support system

(e.g., student tuition or federal lid on an ADA basis), equations

representing these "new" resources can easily be incorpo:..a-ed into

the constraint set of the model. For example, if student tuition,

Z, is to be a new resource, equations of the following type can be

included in the constraint set of the model:

10
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E ADA Z = ST

where

Z = the tuition to he calculated for the system

ST = the total amount of student funds used

and

where

(14)

ST 5 yl TT (15)

ST 2 y2 TT

yl = the maximum percentage of student funds to the

total overall costa of the program

= the minimum percentage of student funds to the

total overall cots of the program

If one assumes that the optimum amount to be charged for tuition

is no greater than a fixed percertage of the foundation level, an

expression of the following fc:c. can be included in the constraint

set:

Z s F
1

2 z 6
2
P

where

6
1
= the maximum percentage of the foundation

level to be charged for tuition

6
2

minimum percentage of the foundation

level to be charged for tuition

In addition, if the educational planner wishes to place absolute

upper and lower bounds upon the tuition variable, even though the

11



constraint might be redundant in some cases, expressions of the

following form can also be included in the model:

Z
1

Z X
2

where

X
1
- the maximum tuition to be charged

X2 = the minimum tuition to be charged

(17)

Finally, the total amount of funds available from the state for

distribution to local school districtsCan be represented by means

of the following equations:

where

EAU iAi X + EADAiYi = TT

EADA iYi = W + EADA Z

(18)

(19)

W = the amount of funds'available from the legislature

EADAIZi the amount of new resources or student funs avail-

able to the system

EADA iYi the total amount of funds distributed to the

local school districts by the state

, TT - the total costs of the system

EADA iAiX = the total local costs of the pros AM

Notice that the amount of state finds, S, available for distri-

bution from the atate'is now given by

12
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=.44 EADA Z

where

W = the total amo,mt of funds appropriated by the

legislature

= the student tultio" in the state support program

(20)

Since, from Eq. (4), EADAiYi = S, the use of Eq. (4) guarantees

that all the funds available to the system from the state will be

distributed to the local school districts. Equaticn (20) was in-

cluded in the model to allow the researchec

planning for the utilization of funds other

or local sources.

To complete the constraint set, some of the variables and

parameters in the model can have upper and lower bounds placed

upon them. For example:

some flexibility in

than those from state

Minimum Maximvm

X s tax rate

F s foundation level

Y
i

s state aid to
district i

Z S tuition

W s state funds avail-
able from the
legislature

X 2 tax rate

F Z foundation level

Y Z state aid to
district i

Z 2 tuition

W 2 state funds avail-
able from the
legislature

If the upper bound is set equal to the lower bound for a par-

ticular variable, the model treats this constraint as an equality

(i.e., if W s $39.9 million and W 2 $39.9 million then W = S39.9

million).

In addition, alternate optimal solutions can be derived from

the model by the parameterization of selected variables:

13 .9
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AF = foundation level

AW = state funds from the legislature

AZ = student tuition

AY = minimum aid to district i

Parameterization allows for great flexibility in planning state

support programs, since any of the political shortcomings of the

model can usually be resolved by this method. Parameterization of

sume of the variables in the state support system can also test the

economic sensitivity of the constraint set of the model, although

a post-optimal sensitivity analysis of the dual solution and reduced

costs can also be used for this purpose.

14
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IV. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF '.7HE MODEL

To illustrate the use of this approach to educational-resource

allocation, the model was applied to the foundation program for

California junior colleges. Calculations were made for each of five

different objective functions:

1. Minimization of the tax rate

2. Minimization of the foundation level

3. Minimization of costs to the state

4. Minimization of the percentage spread in the final

total district expenditure per ADA

5. Minimization of the total overa',1 costs

For each case, one of the following design criteria was selected:

1. Equalization of the final total district expenditure

per ADA

2. A fixed percentage spread in the final total district

expenditure per ADA

3. A variable percentage spread in the final total district

expenditure per ADA

The illustrative results presented in this section are for the

case in which the objective function was the minimization of the

percentage spread in the final total district expenditure per ADA.

(See Ref. 5 for solutions obtained for the other four objective

functions.)

The charactrs'-ics of the sample of junior-college districts

used in the model are given in Table 2.

15
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Table 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF JUNIOR-COLLEGE DISTRICTS USED IN SAMPLE

Number of districts . 55

Range of local-support ability
4

14.096/1

Highest total expenditure per ADA, dollars 904.74
Spread in total district expenditure

per ADA, percent 51

Total ADA 175,811

Total assessed valuation, dollars 27,336,409,135

State share of total costs, percent 37.089

Values of the important parameters and variables in the California

junior-college items are given in Table 3, along with the values used

as upper and lower bounds for these items in the model.

Table 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF CALIFORNIA JUNIOR-COLLEGE FOUNDATION PROGRAM

Item'

Actual
Value

Upper
bound
in mode

Lower
bound
in model

Foundation level (F), 4/ADA 600 600 600

Tax rate (X), $/$10,000 of
assessed valuation 25 50

Range of state aid to any
district (Yi), $/ADA 125-544 700 0

a

Total state costa, $ millions 40,290 40,290 .0.290
b

Total overall costs, $ millions 108,631 ---

Student tuition or other funding,
$/ADA

0 0 0

Spread in final district expendi- 51

Lure per ADA, percent
State share of total costs, percent 37.089 50.000 37.889

a
The lower bound as paramterized in increments of $5/ADA.

b
This variable was parameterized in increments of $1 million.

Ratio of local-support abilfty of most affluent to least
affluent district.

1r;
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S"MMARY OF MODEL AND VALUES USED*

Minimize Y

AiX + Yi F + E.

E. < w F

F = 600

EA
i
ADA

i
A = T

EADA
i
Y
i

S + T = TT

S s 0.500 rr

S Z 0.365 TT

T s 0.635 TT

1 't 0.500 TT

Z = 0

S = EADA
i
A + W

W = 40.29036 (parameterized in increments of $1 million)

X s 50

X > 5

YI < 0 cparameterized in increments of $25:ADA)

Y 700

The model generated a constraint set with 233 rows (activities)
and 116 columis (variables). The IBM 360 MPS linear-programming
algorithm was used at the Central Computing Network, UCLA. .The
average execution time to solve the model was 2 minutes.

17
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RESULTS OF THE CALCLLATIONS

As stated above, the objective function used was the minimization

of the percentage spread in final total district expenditure per ADA.

While the actual spread uas 51 percent, the model found the optimal

value to be 24 percent--a difference of 27 percent.

Table 4 lists some of the actual an6 optimal values for other

variables included in the model.

Table 4

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL DATA WITH MODEL RESULTS

tem A a 0 timal 'ifference

Tax rate 0.25 0.23 -1.1

Local funds used, $ millions 68.34 55.42 -2.9

State funds used, $ millions 40.29 40.29 0

Student tuition. 0 0 0

Total system costs, $ millions 105.71 108.63 -2.9

Foundation lever, $/ADA 600 600 0

Minimum amount of state
aid to any district, $/ADA 125 0 -125

Maximum amount of state
aid to any district, $/ADA 544 574 4 30

From Table 4 it is R.pparent that the solution. of the model

resulted in a lower tax rate, while the foundation level and the

amount of a state funds used remained the same. The funds needed

to compensate for the decrease in the tax rate were generated from

the districts with high local- support ability. Some of the changes

in state allocation among the districts in the state were the

following:
,

o The seven highest local-ability districts received

less aiu than before; the next three received more

taie aid.

o A total of 48 districts received more state aid..

18
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The total district expenditure determined by the model varied

from $600/ADA to $746.46/ADA, while the actual range was from $600/

ADA to $904/ADA. The amount of state aid distributed to any district

in the system varied from none for the district with the greatest

local ability to $574/ADA for the district with the least. The

actual range for this variable was from $125 to $544.

The mini1:2.:.d amount of state funds to be given to any district

was parameterized in increments of $25/ADA, snd the total state funds

available for distribution was parameterized in increments of $1

million. Table 5 lists the alternate optimal solutions resulting

from parameterization of certain initial variables in the state sup-

port program.

Table 5

OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS RESULTING FROM PARAMETERIZATION

Item Optimal Values
rarameterization or Minimum State Ala Available

1

Minimum aid to each district, 0 25 50 75 101

$/ADA
Tax rate 23.93 23.95 23.94 24.04 24.21

Found tion level, $/ADA 60U 600 600 600 601

State funds used, $ millions 40.29 40.29 40.29 40.29 40.2'

Spread in final expenditure
per ADA, percent

244 287 331 374 421

PARAMETERIZATION OF STATE FUNDS ALLOCATED

State funds allocated,
$ millions

40.29 41.29 42.29 43.29 44.2

Minimum aid to each distric,,

$iADA

0 0 0 0

Tax rate 23.93 23.55 23.18 22.81 22.4
Foundation level, $/ADA 600 600 600 600 60
Spread in final total expendi-

tura per ADA, pel,..ent
244 224 205 185 16

19 t
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LIMITATIONS

The primary limitation on the use of the model will be determined

by the degree to which the distribution strategies meet the actual

fiscal needs of the district. This limitation can be overcome by the

inclusion of an equation of the following type into the constraint

set:

where

ADA
i
Yi Ni

N
i

= the minimum amount of state funds needed by the district

to operate compensatory programs, state-mandated pro-

grams, etc.

Y
i
= the state allocation per ADA to district i

ADA
i
= the average daily attendance in district i

The measurement of N
i

is critical to the success of the model in

determining resource allocation. This value could represent, for

example, some varying percentage of teacher-salary costs for each

district. The percentage could be made variable according to the

district's financial needs, its ability to support educational expendi-

tures, and its current effort to support education. The final value

of N for each district should also take into consideration the compe-

tition for tha tax dollar from other municipal services. (5)

20
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The use of mathematical-programming techniques for determining

the moat efficient allocation of state funds to local school dis-

tricts has many advantages, the most important of which are listed

below:

A mathematical model can simulate the entire state support

program in a constrained environment. All the available resources-

state, local, and other (federal, student)--can be considered along

With the constraints.

By use of an optimizing feature, one or a combination of -ari-

ables in the system can be maximized or minimized subject to the

constraints imposed on the system.

A post-optimal sensitivity analysis can he performed to give

educational planners information as to the possible consequences of

different values of the objective function, or of unit relaxations

in the equations of the constraint set in the model. A sensitivity

analysis can also give the range of values of the coefficients of

the objective function for which the solution will remain optimum.

In short, the sensitivity analysis can indicate directions for future

research and can give the planner valuable information concerning

the relative economic worth of the resources he has at b'd disposal.

Sophisticated objective functions can be developed to allocate

state funds according to some agreed-upon priorities (e.g., allocating

maximum amount to districts with the least local resources, or the

highest ADA).

The financial need of each district can be considered in the

model by placing a lower-bound constraint on the amount of state

funds it can receive.

Advances in school finance systems, such as the use of correction

factors
(6) to allow for differing access to local resources, can be

easily incorrorated into the state-support model once they become

available.

21
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With the use of computers And sophisticated mathematical techniques,

it should be possible to devise state educational support programs that

are fair and equitable and that at least ensure the equality of edu-

cational opportunity.

The tools and techniques of operations research can be used to

redesign or improve the increasingly complex state educational finance

systems, and this study has applied one of these tools, linear pro-

gramming, to a resource-allocation problem in education. More work is

needed in the formulation and development of state-support models, and

it is to be hoped that educators will encourage the implementation and

use of these models.

22
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